Ushering in a New Era in Mobile Data Security

Bluebox™ is the first mobile data security solution that provides seamless data visibility and protection by securing your data at rest, or in transit, in any application.

We recognize that it’s not about securing the device, or the app, it’s about securing data across the mobile workflow. With Bluebox’s cloud service solution, enterprises can trust mobile and offer employees the freedom and privacy they need to be productive. Finally, a mobile data security solution that works for the enterprise AND employees.

- Trust that your enterprise is protected by securing what really matters, corporate data, across devices, apps and networks
- Inform and tune security policies and actions based on strategic insights from a repository of real-time data, app and device use.
- Increase compliance and productivity by providing security that works the way employees do.

Platforms Supported
Apple iOS, Google Android (Vendor-specific API support for Samsung SAFE and HTC devices)
Secure Corporate Data Across Devices, Apps and Networks

Dynamic data encryption on the device and in apps
- Separate corporate and personal data by identifying sources and content
- Document specific AES 256 encryption with revocable keys protecting data at rest and in transit
- Native email security with encryption of attachments

Secure data traffic end-to-end
- Multi-tenant network cloud infrastructure supports application-specific or full-device VPN for internal and public applications
- Site-to-site IPSec VPN connectivity for internal applications

Guard corporate data with context aware policies
- Restrict mobile data leakage with configurable app-, device- or network-level controls
- Robust device and app integrity protects against platform level vulnerabilities, app tampering, and jailbroken/rooted devices

Strategic insights into data use and events
- Dashboard summary with drill-down analytics into real-time events and corporate data usage across devices, apps and network
- Inform mobile policies with insight into the who, what, where, when and how of corporate data usage

DLP for sensitive data
- View and manage sensitive data mobile downloads, including documents with DLP patterns of interest
- Flexible configuration of data patterns qualifying corporate data subject to compliance or inspection

Empower IT with centralized administration
- Centralized admin console to manage devices, apps and data.
  - Update policies and controls in response to actual usage
  - Respond in real-time to security events with surgical precision
- Secure and deploy, on-demand, any internal or public free apps from the Apple App Store or Google Play via Bluebox App Catalog. No SDKs or coding required.
- Flexible support for managed and unmanaged (BYOD) environments

Unprecedented Data Visibility

Frictionless enrollment
- Flexible authentication and enrollment using Bluebox Security apps for Apple iOS and Android

Application Freedom
- Download, on-demand, any preferred app, secured with Instant App Protect technology.
- Contain all corporate data within the Invisible Workspace, separate from personal data

Respect Employee Privacy
- Selectively wipe corporate apps or data leaving personal data untouched
- Privacy dashboard gives employees visibility into what IT is, and isn’t, tracking
- Allow employees to temporarily suspend corporate access and reclaim their device for personal use